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Our viewpoint leads that the geometrical interpretation of a given cosmology through general relativity is not just
one unique picture of it, but a whole equivalence class of all conformally related cosmologies [7].



























































































Once the components of the metric g^
ab
are known, we can nd the components of the conformal metric g
ab
by
using the relationship (3), i.e., without solving equation (6). For this purppose we should nd the functional form
of the scalar function  with the help of eq.(7). Considerable simplication of eq.(7) can be achieved if we look for







. In this case the scalar function 




 = 0 (8)
with
^
 = ln. This last wave equation can be treated by considering the metric with hat g^
ab
that is solution to the
Einstein frame eld equation (4).




























where a^(t) is the Einstein frame scale factor and k = +1 for closed,k = 0 for at and k =  1 for open universes.
Suppose the universe is lled with a perfect-uid-type matter with the barotropic equation of state: p^ = (   1)^,













































is another integration constant.





























while the Jordan frame scale factor a is related with the Einstein frame one through:





The procedure to be followed here is, rst to solve equation (10) in order to nd the time dependence of a^ and,
then we integrate equation (11) to obtain
^
. Finally, with the help of equations (14) and (13) we nd the functional
form of the Jordan frame scale factor and the functional relationship between  and t respectively.
We shall, rst, investigate at universe with k = 0 and then open universes with k =  1. Finally, closed universes
with k = +1 will be treated in outline.













































































In the Jordan frame our solution has two branches ('+' branch and '-' branch), given by the choice of the '+' or
'-' signs in (17) and (18). The evolution of the '-' branch Jordan frame FRW universe is basically the same as that
of its conformal Einstein frame univerese: it evolves from a cosmological singularity at  = 
0
(t = 0) into an innite
size universe at the innite future  = +1 (t = +1). It is the usual picture in canonical general relativity where
the cosmological singularity is unavoidable. When we work in the '+' branch of the Jordan frame solution, for his
part, the at FRW perfect-uid-lled universe evolves from an innite size at the innite past  =  1 (t = 0) into































, i.e., the '+' branch at FRW universe with the line element (12) is free of
the cosmological singularity [8].
Now we shall study open FRW universe (k =  1). In this case analytic expressions for the scalar function
^
 and,
correspondingly, for the Jordan frame scale factor can be reached only for particular values of the parameter . We





















































































































Once again the '-' branch of our solution for a Jordan frame open universe and its conformal Einstein frame universe
evolve in a similar fashion: they evolve from a cosmological singularity at  = 
0
and  = B respectively, into an
innite size universe at the innite future  =  = +1. When we work in the '+' branch of the Jordan frame solution,
for his part, the FRW universe evolves from an innite size at the innite past  =  1 ( = B) into an innite size
at the innite future  = +1 ( = +1) through a minimum size at some intermediate time. A similar situation












































































The analysis of this situation (radiation-lled universe with k =  1) shows that, as in the former cases, the
cosmological singularity inherent to the Einstein frame FRW universe is removed in the '+' branch of the Jordan
frame solution.
We get that at FRW universes and open FRW dust-lled and radiation-lled universes are free of the cosmological
singularity when treated with the help of the Jordan frame formulation of general relativity given by the action (2). In
the light of the viewpoint developed in this letter both, Einstein frame FRW universes with k = 0 and k =  1 showing
a cosmological singularity and their Jordan frame, singularity free, counterparts are experimentally undistinguishable,
i.e., physically equivalent. When one chooses the Einstein frame picture for the description of a given cosmology, its
geometrical interpretation should be given in terms of Riemann geometry with constant units of measure. If, in place
of this, one chooses the Jordan frame formulation of general relativity for the interpretation of the given cosmology
then, the corresponding geometrical interpretation should be formulated in terms of a more general geometry with the
units of measure varying length in spacetime. This leads, in particular, that both the gravitational constant G and
the rest mass of any particle are variable over the FRW spacetime in this last formulation of general relativity. The
4
advantage of the Jordan frame formulation over the Einstein frame one is clear when we approach the cosmological
singularity inherent to this last picture.
For closed universes the Jordan frame picture shows a cosmological singularity (in the past or in the future) for both
branches of the solution so, in this case, the compact Einstein frame universe with k = +1 is mapped into an open
one where the cosmological singularity can not be removed by the conformal transformation (3). We can interpret
this result (in the light of the viewpoint developed in the present letter) as casting doubts on the validity of closed
FRW spacetimes as physically realizable options for the description of our real universe. The details of this work will
be given elsewhere.
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